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ST. GABRIEL SCHOOL DRESS CODE  
2020-21 SCHOOL YEAR  

 
The purpose of the dress code is to contribute to the positive learning environment of St. Gabriel School. Students are expected to dress in an appropriate manner that is respect-
ful to themselves and others. Students must abide by the dress code during the school day while on campus or at a school event.  The administration reserves the right to make 
the final decisions concerning the dress code. 

 

SCHOOLBELLES AND PTU 
 
Specific items need to be purchased through Schoolbelles or PTU.  An item will have a notation when this is the case.  All other items can be purchased at local retailers.  A list 
of these items can also be found here: 
 
Schoolbelles  

 Plaid jumpers 

 Plaid skirts 

 Navy vests 

 Girls banded navy polo shirts 

 St. Gabriel Grizzly  jacket & pants warm-up suits 
 

PTU 

 Grey Gym T-shirts  (optional)  

 Grizzly Spirit Wear Sweatshirts (crew neck or quarter-zip) 
 
Refer to our website (www.st-gabrielschool.org/handbookdress-codesupply-lists.html) or Main Office for Schoolbelles and PTU order forms. 
 

CONDITION OF UNIFORM 
 
The St. Gabriel School uniform must always be worn in a manner that is appropriate for a school environment. All parts of the uniform need to be in good condition. Frayed 
cuffs, split seams, writing, markings and holes in the uniform are unacceptable 

 

GROOMING AND ACCESSORIES 
Boys 

 Hair is not to extend below the top of the collar and may not cover the eyes. 

 No extreme or fad hairstyles (For example: mohawks, two tone hair colors, cut designs or stripes in the hair, etc.) 

 No unnaturally dyed hair color (For example: pink, green, blue, etc.) 

 No earrings or piercings 
 

Girls 

 No extreme or fad hairstyles (For example: mohawks, two tone hair colors, cut designs or stripes in the hair, etc.) 

 No unnaturally dyed hair color (For example: pink, green, blue, etc.) 

 Girls may wear one pair of non-dangling earrings. 

 Girls in JR K to 5th Grade are not permitted to have nail polish or make-up. 

 Girls in 6th Grade to 8th Grade are allowed to have natural looking make-up and nail polish. 

 Jewelry must be appropriate and not a distraction to the learning environment.  

https://www.st-gabrielschool.org/handbookdress-codesupply-lists.html


 

BOYS 
Pants 

 
JR K— Khaki pants or shorts. 
 
K to 5—  Khaki pants. 
 
6 to 8—  Khaki pants must be straight legged without car-

go pockets, hoops, or other decorative designs. 
All pants must be worn with a belt.  

 
Shirts and Ties 

 
JR K— Red polo shirts with short or long sleeves. 
 
K— Light blue polo shirts with short or long sleeves. 
  
1 to 5—  Navy blue polo shirts with short or long sleeves.  

Polo shirts must be tucked in at all times.  
 
6 to 8—  White button-down dress shirt.  Dress shirts must 

be tucked in at all times. Ties must have appro-
priate designs and be worn at all times. 

 
Sweatshirts and Sweaters/Vests 
 

JR K to 5—  Sweatshirts (crew neck or quarter-zip) must be 
navy, red, white, or gray with a St. Gabriel 
School logo. Sweaters must be a navy, long 
sleeve pullover or cardigan.   

 
6 to 8—  Sweatshirts (crew neck or quarter-zip) must be 

navy, red, white, or gray with a St. Gabriel 
School logo. Sweaters must be a V-neck navy, 
long sleeve pullover.  A navy pullover sweater 
vest can also be worn.   

 
Shoes and Socks 
 

JR K to 8—  Athletic shoes may be worn.  They must be a 
solid color in black, white, navy or grey.  No 
sandals, high top sneakers, boots, or slippers.  
Socks must always be worn with shoes.  

 

GIRLS 
Jumpers, Skirts and Pants 

 
JR K— Khaki pants, shorts, jumpers, skirts or skorts.  
 
K to 4—  Plaid jumper (purchased from Schoolbelles) with length to the knee, 

or khaki pants should be worn.   
 
5 to 8—  Plaid knee-length skirts (purchased from Schoolbelles) can be worn.  

Khaki pants without cargo pockets, hoops, or other decorative de-
signs.  All pants must be worn with a belt.  

 
Blouses and Shirts 

 
JR K— Red polo shirts with short or long sleeves. 
 
K— Light blue blouses or  polo shirts with short or long sleeves. 
  
1 to 4—  White blouse or polo shirts with short or long sleeves.  Blouses must 

be tucked in at all times.  
 
5 to 8—  White blouse with short or long sleeves.  Blouses must be tucked in 

at all times.  Navy banded bottom polo shirts with short or long 
sleeves can also be worn (purchased from Schoolbelles).   

 

Sweatshirts and Sweaters/Vests 
 

JR K to 4—  Sweatshirts (crew neck or quarter-zip) must be navy, red, white, or 
gray with a St. Gabriel School logo. Sweaters must be a navy, long 
sleeve pullover or cardigan.   

 
5 to 8—  Sweatshirts (crew neck or quarter-zip) must be navy, red, white, or 

gray with a St. Gabriel School logo. Sweaters must be a V-neck or 
crew neck navy, long sleeve pullover. A navy pullover sweater vest 
can also be worn.   

 

Shoes, Socks and Tights 
 

JR K to 4— Athletic shoes may be worn.  All shoes must be a solid color in 
black, white, navy, grey or red.  No sandals, high top sneakers, boots, 
or slippers. Socks should be white or navy and can go past the ankle 
or to the knee. Tights or leggings must be in good condition in white, 
navy, or black are allowed. 

 
5 to 8—  Athletic shoes may be worn.  They must be a solid color in black, 

white, navy, grey or red. No sandals, high top sneakers, boots, or 
slippers. Students must wear tights or leggings that are in good con-
dition in navy or black.  



 

GYM UNIFORM 
JR K to 1st Grade 
 
Students do not wear a separate gym uniform.  They will wear their regular school uniform.   
 
2nd Grade to 8th Grade 
 
Gym uniforms are worn during gym class time only.  Students must change into their gym clothes before 
gym class. They will change back into their school uniforms after gym class for the remainder of the 
day. They are allowed to wear their gym clothes underneath their school uniform.   
 
 Shirts—  Any St. Gabriel Grizzly t-shirt or Grizzly Wear sweatshirt.  
 
 Shorts—  Shorts should be mesh, black or red and knee length.   
   

Shoes— Rubber soled athletic shoes only.  
 
*Optional* 

  
 Pants—  Black warm-up pants (purchased from Schoolbelles).    
    

Shirts— Black long sleeve jacket with St. Gabriel logo (purchased from Schoolbelles). 
 

 

WARM WEATHER UNIFORM 
 

During the months of August, September, and May an alternate uniform can be worn.  
 
Shorts 
 
 JR K to 8— Khaki walking shorts (aka Bermuda shorts or golf shorts)  

 
Shirts 
 

JR K—  Red polo shirts. 

K—  Light blue polo shirts. 

1 to 5 Boys— Navy polo shirts. 

1 to 4 Girls— White polo shirts 

6 to 8 Boys— White polo shirts 

5 to 8 Girls— Navy blue banded polo shirts  

 
Shoes and Socks 
 

JR K to 8— Athletic shoes are suggested. No sandals, high top sneakers, boots, or slip 
  pers.  Socks must be worn.  

 

DRESS DOWN DAYS 
 
On special occasions students may be allowed to “dress down” 
and not wear their regular school uniform.  Students recovering 
from an injury or other medical condition will be allowed to wear 
clothing that are more comfortable. For these instances, please 
refer to the guidelines below. All clothing must be suitable for the 
Catholic school environment.  
 
Special themed dress down days will be designated throughout the 
school year.  Additional criteria for these days will be shared with 
families ahead of time.   
 
Pants and Shorts 
Pants can be jeans, sweatpants, warm-up pants, capri pants (below 
the knee), khakis, and cargos.  Walking shorts (aka Bermuda 
shorts or golf shorts) and long, mesh athletic shorts are allowed. 
Cut-off or tight-fitting pants such as, but not limited to, jeggings, 
leggings, pajama pants, and yoga pants are not permitted. 
 
Skirts and Dresses 
Skirts and dresses should be appropriate in length, no shorter than 
slightly above the knee.  Dresses should cover the shoulders and 
neckline should be appropriate.  
 
Shirts and Tops 
 
All shirts and tops must have short or long sleeves and cover the 
waist.  Necklines should be appropriate.  
 
Shoes  
Any casual or athletic shoes are acceptable.  Sandals, slippers, flip
-flops, or open-backed shoes are not permitted.  
 
 
 


